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Melvin R. Novick and Paul H. Jackson
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This paper presents a discussion of the use of educational tests in

guidance services as seen in the light of modern developments in statisti-

cal theory and computer technology, and of the increasing demands for such

services. A focus and vocabulary for this discussion is found in, Turnbull's

recent article on "Relevance in Testing". Following an introductory dis-

cussion of the need for guidance services some very recent work in Bayesian

inference is reviewed and the implications of this work for educational

research methodology are noted. Special attention is given to the Lindley

equations which provide solutions for a number of problems in the compara-

tive prediction of academic achievement. The suggestion here is that in a

changing educational environment the Bayesian methodology can provide an

increase in the effectiveness and applicability of such programs as Horst's

monumental Washington Pre-College Testing Program. Comparative prediction

is seen as an idea whose time has come.

Some VocabularyolLEducationa Technology

Personnel problems may be grouped together in many ways and the typical

problem can usually be considered from more than one point of view. We shall

be restricting ourselves here to those problems that can conveniently be

viewed as problems in guidance and/or selection. Another very useful and

contrasting grouping is that involving problems of classification. The

classification problem has recently been studied in depth by Rulon, Tiedeman,

Tatsuoka and Langmuir (1967). Further references to.this area may be found



in that book. Wolfe's (1969) review of that book gives some glimpse of the

mathematically more sophisticated allocation methods now being used by the

military services. An up-to-date review of Guidance and Counseling appears

in the April 1969 issue of the Review of Educational Research.

The standard classification problem involves a closed system of assign-

ment of each member of a group to one of several subgroups or classifications.

These classifications are often defined by a subsequent training program,

job assignment or, more generally, by subsequent treatments. The military

services are typically concerned with a classification problem whenever a

group of recruits completes basic training. Each recruit must then be given

an assignment which involves sending him either to one of a number of service

schools or to one of a number of on-the-job training programs. If each of

these schools and each of these programs is viewed as a classification, then

this personnel problem may be viewed as 'one of classifying each of the

recruits. There is usually present in this situation a quota for each of

the classifications which must be filled and a maximum number that may be

assigned. Often these requirement are not totally demanding so that some

latitude of choice may be permitted to the individual. Whenever substantial

choice is present the problem may be viewed in the context of the guidance-

selection paradigm.

The kinds of selection and guidance problems with which we shall be con-

cerned occur each year at the point of transition for students from secondary

school to university, The typical student will wish to consider entering one

of a number of colleges, universities or other institutions of further

education. Many factors will affect his final choice and one of these will

surely be his expectation of his potential success within each of the various



programs. The panaid problem with which we shall be concerned is that

of developing statistical methods which will enable the student's high school,

the sending system, to make accurate predictions for each student with respect

to each college, university or other training program that he may be consider-

ing. Indeed an important task of any guidance service will be to suggest to

students that they may be qualified to enroll in programs that they had not

previously considered. Such services can encourage potentially qualified

students whose background has not given them an expectation of college at-

tendance, to consider this alternative. Predictions of performance will pro-

vide each student with one useful piece of information that will help him,

with the assistance of his guidance counsellor, to make an informed and

rational decision. In the pure guidance problem, as described here, the

student is free to enroll in any of the programs he may be considering. In

practice this will not be true for most students. However, the statistical

methods developed for the pure guidance problem are equally valid when there

are restrictions, provided only that a large measure of choice is left to

most students. For example a peacetime volunteer army might find the guidance

paradigm to be very useful while a mobilization army would surely find the

classification paradigm more appropriate.

At the same time that the students and their counsellors are concerned

with guidance, the university admissions officers are concerned with the

selection of the "best" possible entering freshman class. In a pure selec-

tion problem it is assumed that there are more applicants than vacancies and

that each accepting system is free to take just those students that it

believes to be best qualified. The pure selection model (which in the educa-

tional context might well be called an acceptance model) is often approximated



rather well and the statistical methods developed for this paradigm will

find equally wide application even in those situations when it is not, pro-

vided only that some positions exist for which multiple applications have

been received. Actually in most instances the better students receive accep-

tances from many colleges so that no college can be sure of getting every

student it selects.

We shall use the term comparative guidance to describe any system of

information transmittal designed to provide a student with information about

two or more possible career opportunities. Horst's techniques of multiple

absolute prediction (1955) and multiple differential prediction (1950 are

two important techniques useful in comparative prediction.

Scientific Method and Humanistic Goals

The important distinction between the guidance-selection and classi-

fication paradigms is the degree of compulsion characterizing each system.

The classification paradigm adopts a purely actuarial outline which, in

the extreme, delegates to the computer irrevocably the task of assigning

each person to an "optimal" treatment. The guidance-selection paradigm,

however, leaves the choice of college by the student and the choice of

students by the college to a relatively unstructured but informed inter-

active process. In the extreme the classification paradigm is completely

mechanistic. The guidance-selection paradigm, however, is fundamentally

humanistic. Yet it adopts a quantitative scientific approach to the great-

est possible extent consistent with the realization of the aspirations

of the largest possible number of individuals and a degree of overall

efficiency of selection from society's point of view.
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Formal classification models reflect the point of view that if

assignments are good, on the average, then a satisfactory state of

affairs has been attained. The student, however, is unconcerned with

such average good, but is concerned with whether or not his particular

assignment is good. If he perceives that he belongs to some subgroup

for which, on the average, poor assignment decisions are made, it will

not comfort him to know that the system works well for almost everybody

else.

It is thus essential, from this point of view, that the overall

personnel decision procedure take into account not only the needs of

society, which must reflect the needs of the individuals, but also

specifically the individual needs of its people. Thus personnel deci-

sions must be both efficient and fair. Cronbach and Gleser (1965) have

pointed out,

...that an abstract conception of "justice" lies behind much of

the concern [in testing] about error of measurement. An ability

test is expected to rank persons from best to poorest, and error

distorts the ranking. Since such distortion is "unfair" to

the individuals who are ranked lower than they deserve, testers

want to reduce errors of measurement.

Reflecting the accepted point of view at the time of the first edition

of their book (1955) they argued further that

...from a utilitarian point of view, these errors can be

ignored unless they alter the goodness of whatever deci-

sions are to be made.

The first part of Cronbach and Gleserls statement is clear and

must be accepted as an important contribution to our thinking about



what constitutes both good tests and good testing procedures. The second

part, however, must be interpreted in the light of the social and political

developments of the last decade and as a result the last phrase of this

remark must bear heavy emphasis. Recent developments have resulted in

Cronbach's more recent writing (Cronbach & Snow, 1969) indicating more

specifically that in present day American society a more elaborate utility

structure must be considered than has been in the past. The utilitarian

point of view that Cronbach and Gleser spoke of was-that of the testing

organization and those selecting students. It is not necessarily that of

most examinees. It is now recognized that the student's point of view must

be considered more carefully than it nas a decade ago.

We recognize that the utility of a procedure will be an increasing

function of its overall mean effectiveness. We may also feel, however,

that its utility will be lessened if its effectiveness is very law for certain

recognizable subgroups. If so, then the concept of fairness becomes a compo-

nent of utility and cannot be ignored. A procedure that is manifestly and

grossly unfair to any subgroup of people will not be a satisfactory procedure

even if "on the average" it is very good simply because it is very good for

most people. By directly quantifying questions such as these in formal

decision theoretic terms it would be possible to handle them within the clas-

sification-decision theoretic paradigm. It will be more natural, however,

and more useful to treat these problems carefully but in a less structured

way within the dual guidance-selection paradigm. This can be done by examin-

ing regressions within relevant subpopulations.

It is now generally recognized that the maximization of performance on

any one particular criterion is seldom the only consideration relevant to a
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guidance or selection decision. It may well be that a particular student

would have a higher grade-point-average in business school than in law school

(or vice versa), but if he strongly prefers law to business (or vice versa)

and if he can be assured that he can "make it" through law (or business)

school, this may well be the best choice for him and for society. That is

to say that his degree of career satisfaction and his overall long-term

contribution to society may be greater if he attends law (business) school.

In cases such as these the important contribution of a prediction technology

will be to assure that his initial choice is a reasonable one.

Similarly, the university is seldom concerned only with getting the very

brightest students. Most undergraduate colleges seek some kind of regional

and sometimes ethnic and social balance and some diversity of goals in their

student body, understanding that such diversity and balance creates a richer

university experience for all of their students (e.g., see Whitta, 1968).

Often American colleges accept students from underdeveloped areas, both

domestic and foreign, not because they necessarily believe that these students

will be "better" than others that are turned down but simply because

society, at large, has a greater need to train these people. The

pertinent question in relation to these people is not how well they will

do in any absolute or even relative sense but whether they will profit

sufficiently from the program. Operationally this often reduces to

the simple question of trying to predict whether or not these students

will be able to complete satisfactorily the training program, even at

the most minimal level.

This humanistic tradition (Katz, 1966) also takes as a basic precept

the notion that an individual will not necessarily be most happy doing
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the kind of work for which his aptitudes best qualify him. The fact

that a high school senior is the best typist in his class and only the

second best mathematician should not automatically suggest advanced

training at secretarial school. Most people will be well qualified to

enter and pursue successfully more than one vocation. The scientific ap-

proach to personnel guidance views the task of prediction as one of inform-

ing the individual as to the extent of his probable "success" in those

training courses and vocations that interest him. The humanistic tradi-

tion allows that the choice, whether it be of college or vocation, is

left to the individual, to the extent that that choice does not make

unacceptable demands on society.

This humanistic tradition also takes as a precept the belief that

neither the mechanical efficiency of society nor its gross material out-

put are the sole or even the primary goals that personnel technology

should serve. If it is agreed that tha function of society is

to serve all of its people, their, rightfully, any maximization must be

of the benefits to these people rather than to the structure of society.

Very rigid manpower policies can guarantee having neatly ordered tables

of organization but orderly structure does not guarantee either work effi-

ciency or career satisfaction. Democratic societies are always less

orderly than totalitarian ones but somehow this lack of structure has

proven both productive and satisfying.

One feature of the problem that becomes apparent immediately is

that short term optimization is often at the expense of long term good.

A mature college graduate will not necessarily select that graduate

program in which he feels he can do best. Rather he will ask himself
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what kind of training he needs to get, to do the kind of work he wants

to do. He may find that this training can be obtained only at a univer-

sity at which, and in a course in which, it is predicted that he will

do at best moderately well. But if he can satisfy himself that there

is a sufficiently high probability of successfully completing that pro-

gram then he may well find it to his advantage to forego the attainment

of immediate honors from an easy program in favor of the Long -term

benefits from the program that is more difficult for him.

More broadly it is now recognized that decisions must always reflect

the desires and aspirations of the individual, and the needs of society

as they represent the combined aspirations of its people. Mich work

has been done to develop formal mathematical systems that incorporate

both probabilities and utilities. A knowledge of these methods is very

useful and no person's education in personnel technology can be com-

plete until he has familiarized himself with a thorough treatment of

the application of decision theoretic models such as is contained in

Cronbach and Gleserls Ps cholo cal Tests and Personnel Decisions (1965).

At present it does not seem to be feasible to handle the quantifica-

tion of utilities as part of a centralized comparative prediction service.

When meaningful and accurate, formal quantification can be very useful. But

a strained, inaccurate quantification will be mechanistic and stifling.

The treatment of utilities should at present be left to the student and his

guidance counselor, What can now be done is to provide a well explicated

probabilistic system which the student, Guidance counsellor, and admissions

officer can use as one concrete basis for their own relatively informal

utility analysis. No doubt an expansion in guidance services should be
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accompanied by increased training in utility analysis for guidance counselors.

This position is entirely consistent with that of Cronbach and Gleser who, in

the second edition of their book, remark that:

Work since 1955 has reinforced our judgment that decision theory is

more important as a point of view than as a source of formal mathe-

matical techniques for developing and applying tests.

On the other hand, the development of simple guides to precise and meaningful

utility analysis for career guidance is certainly a research area that should

now be receiving high priority.

The possibility of turning important personnel decisions over to a com-

puter has been a tempting one. For a time this approach exuded an aura of

relevance, Objectivity and precision, the very qualities that justify educa-

tional testing. But contemporary youth demand a greater personal participa-

tion in the determination of their future. They now rebel against any

vestige of authoritarianism in education, even when it is one more of form

than of substance. In this atmosphere the dehumanizing effect of unmoderated

computer-made classifications will be enormously costly. There is a limit to

the benefit that can be obtained from investment in computer hardware. More

efficient computers may, in fact, be needed for work in personnel guidance

but the need for more and more thoroughly trained and equipped guidance per-

sonnel and for more relevant and acceptable quantitative tools is far greater.

Improved computer facilities which students can manage directly in an inter-

active mode however may prove useful in relieving the counselor of some of

the burdens of information storage and retrieval. But above all else the

goal must be to maximize the informed participation of the student in the

determination of his future.



Stages in the Development of Educational Testing Technolom

The earliest successful work in educational testing was of a manifestly

empirical character. By designing tests having direct relevance to the oper-

ational task set to him, Binet (see Chauncey & Dobbin, 1963) was successful

in discriminating between those French schoolchildren who were and were not

able to benefit from the particular school program available to them.

With the resources, technology and personnel available during the latter

part of the nineteenth century it was not possible'to develop a multiplex of

testing procedures each tailor-made for a particular action decision. Partly

for this reason Binet's methods did not enjoy wide application in Europe, but

with little delay these methods crossed the Atlantic and, particularly with

the beginning of World War I, found rich soil in which to grow. The names of

Termin, Otis, and Yerkes stand out in this period.

An important theoretical step was taken when Spearman, in England, pro-

posed a single ability factor theory to account for the relationships among

test scores, and between them and academic success. According to Spearman

each student could be thought of as having a unidimensional abir which ac-

counted, in large measure, for his performance on various tests and on various

academic tasks. According to Spearman each of these tests and tasks had its

awn specific component but the various tests and tasks shared only a single

general and dominantly important factor. According to such a theory the pur-

pose of testing was to measure this general factor, called intelligence, and

to rank individuals so that the more able students could be identified. While

it was acknowledged that specific tests and specific tasks might have specific

features these were considered to be relatively unimportant.
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Spearman's theory supported the development of the ICI test which, for a

time, was the major component of educational testing. Undoubtedly this single

factor or single trait approach to testing enjoyed popularity in part because

it justified a basically unidimensional approach to educational testing, and

such an approach was perhaps all that the resources, technology and personnel

of its day could support at the operational level. By lifting testing from

the specific task oriented prediction paradigm which available resources and

technology could not support to the universal ability oriented concept of

measurement, which resources and technology could support, psychologists made

possible a dynamic and immensely useful growth in testing.

The unifactor theory did not long hold preeminence. The theoretical sim-

plicity, and practical utility which buttressed it, in time gave way before

the onslaught of Thurstone's succession of studies showing that human ability

is not unidimensional and hence simple but multidimensional and hence complex.

Thurstone demonstrated conclusively that it was useful to isolate many human

ability factors and that persons' rankings on these factors could vary sub-

stantially. Technologically this meant that psychologists should construct

mu.ltiscale tests and that in specific applications weighted composite scores

should be used based on just those scales relevant to the short and long run

implications of the intended decision.

Thurstone's theoretical position triumphed not only because it was the-

oretically superior to Spearman's, but also because some increase in available

resources. and the consequent technological breakthroughs, made it possible

for testing practice to partially reflect his ideas. However, in part because

of questions of cost, many major educational testing programs as contrasted

to industrial testing programs have adopted a compromise between the Spearman

and the Thurstone positions. It has been found that a very workable procedure
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is to measure and report scores on two omnibus dimensions of human ability

labelled verbal ability and quantitative ability. These measures have the

crucial advantages of simplicity and understandability, the absence of which

had limited the use of more complex methods in the field. Until recently

these measures were the predominantly important part of the major educational

testing programs. In addition to their reporting simplicity and demonstrated

relevance to immediate academic decisions these scales have proved

popular because they are believed to measure a broad spectrum of abili-

ties relevant not only to immediate prediction in the academic situation

but also to the more long term and important questions of future job

success. In Cronbach and Gleser's ;1965) terminology these tests have

a wide bandmiattf. These tests will not and should not be abandoned in

the very near future, but they must be modified, extended and supported as

they now are beginning to be in some testing programs by newer and more

immediately relevant tools.

In recent years the technology of testing has been developing rapidly

and the sophistication of persons in the field has also been rising, more

slowly at first, but now with greater acceleration. Coupled with this has

been a dynamic development in the computer systems available both to test

publishers and test consumers. As a result of these advances educational

testing now stands poised for major developments in programs and related

services which may well have great significance for American education.

In discussing the College Board Program, Turnbull (1968) has identi-

fied possible future stages in the development of testing programs. The

first of these will be of primary concern to us here because the methods

surveyed in this paper are directly relevant to it. This next stage, as



Turnbull sees it, is the stage of multiplex external programs, which involves

"an extension of the recent trend toward the diversity of testing programs

and of tests within programs."

This stage involves a giant step in the "tailoring" of testing to

meet the demands for decision making relevant to specific examinees and

specific choices. The trend here is away from, or towards a smpplementa-

tion of, the omnibus testing which has served as a workable compromise

between the Spearman and Thurstone approaches, and directly toward a

Thurstonian recognition of the multidimensional complexity of human

abilities and the multidimensional requirements for effective personnel

decision making. By producing some tests of narrower bandwidth it is pro-

posed that their fidelity, i.e., predictive power for specific decisions,

may be increased. Turnbull, however, suggested that there is a "missing

element," "a way to express the results of both standardized tests and

school performance in terms iraningful to post-secondary education, in

a language at least as well understandable, . . . as the College Board

scale'".

The methods described here adopt a long available reporting language

that is much more understandable than the College Board scale. These

methods provide, for each student and for each college or program in which

he is interested, understandable, meaningful and maximally accurate predic-

tions of his potential performance in educational opportunities that are

relevant to his goals. A reporting system with this objective has been in

operation in the state of Washington since 1960 as part of Horst's Washington

Pre-College Testing Program. Several testing organizations have also recently

taken important steps in this direction. Some giant evolutionary steps must
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nay be taken in the further development of such programs. These steps should

lead to meaningful improvements on any existing system.

For one thing, predictions for college applicants should often be made

in two forms. The student should be given a point and/or interval estimate

of his future grade point average both for his first year in college and (at

that point or later) for the entire four year program. He should also be given

both point and interval estimates of the probability of his completing both the

first year and (at that point or later) the entire four year program. These

certainly are understandable quantities, and of immense immediate relevance to

his problem of selecting a college or other further education program. Empha-

sis on the second lend of prediction is not found in current practice.

Students need much more information about college curricula than they

are now getting and some training and guidance in decision making would be

useful. A thorough discussion of these latter problems is given by Katz

(1963, 1969a, 1969b). It would also be useful if students were informed of

the probability that they would be accepted by each of the colleges to which

they might wish to apply. All of this requires immense computer storage and

computation speed but the needs are not beyond present day capabilities.

Thus, after more than 80 years, and only after major breakthroughs in

statistical theory, testing technology and computer resources is it now

possible to use on a broad scale the multiplex, direct task oriented system,

validated empirically by Binet, rationalized theoretically by Thurston and

advocated, for so many years by Horst.

At this point and despite our previous discussion readers may still feel

that this approach sacrifices educational meaningfulness to attain statistical

efficiency by focusing attention primarily on narrow criteria such as grade
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point average. It is important that an answer be given immediately to that

thoughtful query. That answer is based on understanding the nature of the

decision problem for which educational tests and the statistical prediction

methods accompanying them are used.

Historically, selection methods at the university level have focused

on the prediction of first year grade point average. This particular

criterion has avail ability as a major virtue, though there have been

studies showing some relationship between first year performance and

subsequent academic performance and indeed later career performance.

These latter correlations, however, are by no means impressive. For a brief

summary of these results see Holland and Richards (1965).

The prediction of grade point average is undoubtedly tied up with

a proper emphasis in universities on academic excellence, the desire of

individual teachers to instruct good students and the desire of institu-

tions to produce scholars. In part this is a carry-over from an earlier

age when the pursuit of learning was considered to he its own reward.

Such an attitude remains reflected in university policy because to dis-

card it completely would destroy our universities as we now know them

and particularly their essential roles in basic research and human en-

lightenment. However, our leading universities have shown that it is

possible to maintain academic excellence and extensive programs of

basic research and yet at the same time serve the larger needs of

society. Thus, for example, not every graduate student doing work

in mathematics is now pointed toward a career in basic research and

teaching in mathematics. Rather, a large percentage of students taking

such courses are doing so only to pickup needed skills for technological



application. This has always been true, but only in recent years have

educators been willing to speak directly in these terms.

It would be an unwarranted digression to explore here all of the com-

plicated ramifications of that development. But the demands that this

thinking places on score reporting-prediction procedures are relevant.

One clear requirement is the reporting of an estimate of the probability

of success in the particular university or particular course of study for

each student. A student may well not wish to attend the university at which

he would do best, and a university may not necessarily wish to take only

those students who will do best. Rather each may seek a matching of student

to program so as to offer the prospect of the student making a significant

contribution to society, rovided the student has a reasonable probability of

completing the course. Thus the guidance and acceptance of a student will

depend upon the relevance of a particular program to the abilities and goals

of the individual student and those of the individual institution. The

Bayesian methods discussed in this paper are oriented towards this approach

to score reporting and prediction. The guidance and selection models curreatly

available must be extended to provide interval estimates both of grade point

average and of successful completion of the program of study.

There are of course, more standard methods of prediction and the

reader undoubtedly now wonders why it is necessary to have a new statistical

ethodology. The problem arises, in part, because of the present dynamic

nature of American education. Previously curricula within colleges remained

relatively unchanged for many years and colleges themselves changed their

natures even more slowly. Therefore data could be collected over a period of

several years with the assurance that regression equations determined from the
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data would be applicable and useful for another several years. Thus the size

of the sample available for any study was limited mainly by administrative

difficulties in gathering data

American colleges no longer always exhibit such stability. Programs

within colleges can change dramatically in just a year or two and thus

historical data may now have only descriptive value. If, for example, a

graduate psychology department were to substantially increase the mathe-

matical content of its curriculum the use of regresiion equations from

previous years would be very unsatisfactory. Since criterion data are

available only after several years acceptances have already been made there

is a clear demand for some way of writing prediction equations that takes

account of whatever small amount of relevant data there is with respect to

that college and also the experience that other similar colleges have had

in such a situation. If a particular college can identify its new program

as being similar to that of certain other colleges it would undoubtedly want

to draw on the experience of these colleges. This would also be true of a

college undertaking prediction problems for the first time.

The Bayesian methods discussed here have a virtue peculiar to them.

These methods make it possible to increase the accuracy of predictions for

the individual not only by gathering additional data about him and the

college to which he is applying, but also by gathering additional data about

the group of which he is a member and about colleges similar to the ones to

which he is applying. It is a significant virtue of the Bayesian method

that our knowledge concerning groups of students and of colleges gives us,

probabilistically, information that can be translated into more accurate

predictions for each individual. The statistical basis for this will be

discussed in the next section.
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Thus the Bayesian regression approach to be presented here, with its

increased sensitivity and potentially with dual predictive modes, seems to be

the natural approach to the guidance-selection problem and, as we have seen,

the mode of score reporting is both easily understood and maximally informa-

tive. Some details of this proposed reporting system are given in later sec-

tions.

The step now being taken in the evolution of educational testing

technology is one that is firmly grounded in a succession of historical

developments. This step is in no sense revolutionary and while there

have been many important contributions it is not the child of any single

person. Nevertheless if this next step is taken specifically in the direc-

tion suggested in this paperp it will be a giant step. It will involve

the eMbracing of statistical methodology that is only slowly loging its

controversial status. It will also mean that though some of its techniques

will remain important and useful the entire measurement tradition will lose

its primacy as a basis for developing operational testing procedures. But here

again we do no more than echo the prescription contained in Cronbach and Gleser

(1965) to abandon the view expressed by Hull (1928) that "the ultimate purpose

of using aptitude tests is to estimate or forecast aptitudes from test scores."

Surely it must.be recognized that relevance in testing cannot be inferred from

the estimation of true score.

Bayesian Methods in Educational Testing

A review of Bayesian methods has recently been given by Meyer (1966). We

shall now describe Bayesian analyses for two important new models. This pre-

sentation is meant to provide a technical basis for an improved guidance-
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selection system. A parallel verbal presentation of this material is given

at the beginning of the section on An overview of new developments in testing

services. Many readers may prefer to see this verbal summary before examin-

ing the explicit quantitative statement of the models.

The first Bayesian analysis we shall describe is that of the classical

test theory model and the second is a regression model for several subgroups.

The first of these will be familiar to measurement specialists who should

see from this discussion the intimate relationship between test theory and

Bayesian inference. The second model provides results which are similar to

those of the first model and which are directly relevant to comparative

guidance services. Finally we survey Bayesian methods in the analysis of

variance components.

Within the classical test theory model each person's observed score x

on a test may be ured as an estimate of his true score 'r . If this is done,

the standard deviation of the errors over persons for such a procedure (the

standard error of measurement) will be ax(1 - pl)2 where alc is the

observed score standard deviation and 1..)xx, is the reliability of the test.

This provides a measure of the inaccuracy, on the average, of this particular

method of estimating true score. An alternative method of estimation is to

use the weighted average regression estimate x pal + µx (l - pow) where

A
p. is the mean of the observed scores in the population of persons. If

this is done, the population standard deviation, over persons, of the result-
].

ing errors (the standard error of estimation) is ae41(1 p
XX

As can be seen on comparing formulas, the standard error of estimation

is always less than the standard error of measurement, and substantially so

when the reliability of the test is not large. Thus by incorporating
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supposedly known values of the reliability, and the mean observed score into

the estimate of true score by means of the weighted average regression estimate

a tter estimate is obtained than that based solely on the observed score.

Over and above its mathematical derivation the regression formula

(Kelley, 1927) makes intuitive sense. If we have little or no information

about a person, and we can assume that he has in effect been randomly

selected from the population at hand, it seems reasonable to use the mean

ability level in the population as our estimate for that person. When

the length of a test is very short the reliability of the test will be

near zero and the regression estimate will be very nearly equal to that

population mean score. When the test is very long the reliability of the

test will be near unity aad the regression estimate for each person will be

very nearly equal to that person's mean observed score. Thus, as we would

expect, when very reliable information is available about a person's true

score we would need to put little weight on the mean population value.

Unfortunately, there is a difficulty in attempting to apply the Kelley

formulation in most practical applications. The problem is that the popula-

tion mean is typically not known before measurements are taken and hence

the regression formula cannot be used in its given form. In effect

what is needed is a regression estimate based not on the person's

observed score and a known mean observed score, but rather one based

on the person's observed score and the average observed score of a

random salople of people from the population. Results of this type are

available in the framework of Bayesian methods with normality assump-

tions. The first of these was given by Bea and Tiao (1968) and a later

one was given by Lindley (see Novick, 19691). These estimates are of
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the form, lignfx + (1 - war)ic , i.e., a weighted average depending on weights

Nal 1 the person's observed score x and the mean observed score cc in the

sample. In this formulation the quantity wn, 'is an estimate of the relia-

bility of the observed score. It tends to unity as the number of observations

on the person increases without limit and to zero as the number of observa-

tions on the person tends to zero. For intermediate cases its value depends

on the relative number of observations on the particular person, the number

of observations on all persons and also on the number of persons on who

Observations are available.

For our purposes it will be useful to consider the Bayesian estimates

Obtained by Lindley since this method easily generalizes to the case of unequal

replications. Under moderate conditions and using the specific prior distribu-

tion suggested by Novick (1969a) to characterize a situation in which we have

no prior information, Lindley shows that the mode (or most probable value) of

the conditional distribution.(the posterior Bayes distribution) of the true

scores T
s

after obtaining all observed scores can be calculated as the solu-

tion of the equations

T
s

- X
s.

- 1)(T
s

T.)

mn
Esi T )

1.
EkT. - T.)

22 .2

where x
ij

is the j -th observation on the i -th person, m is the number

of persons, n is the number of replications on each person, s.
2

= E.(xi - )
2
/n 1

j
xi.

x
1.

= E xi /n and T. = £ T
i
All and where it is assumed that T

i
are not all

j I

equal. These are the simplest of the Iligamequations. Because the quantity

T
s

is a part of the mean value T. these equations cannot be solved directly.

An approximate solution to these equations for large m and n having the

general form described above is
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^2 1 ^2.
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[2]

where a 's are the usual ANOVA estimates and x.. = m71 E x. . For small
i

samples equations [1] and [2] do not give the same results. Further details

of a method for Obtaining the exact solutions to the Lindley equations by

iteration, the modest conditions under which they'are valid and reasons for

preferring the Lindley method are given by Novick and Thayer (1969b). A

generalization of these equations to include the case of unequal replica-

tion numbers and including a technical improvement to guarantee convergence

has recently been provided by. Lindley (1969b).

The true score estimates given in [1] were obtained from a Bayesian

structural model which assumes that the observed scores for each individual

are normally distributed with mean equal to that person's true score and with

homogeneous error variance u
2

and that the true scores are normally dis-
h

2
tributed with mean pT and variance oFT . It was further assumed that there

was no4information available about the true or error score variances or the

mean true score. Formally this was accomplished by using the indifference

2
prior distributions for pT uT and a

E
2

suggested by Novick (1969a) as

developed from the work of Novicit and Hall (1965). These indifference priors

consist of independent uniform distributions on 1.1.1. , log as $ and log al. .

However, if some prior information is available either about the distribution

of true or error scores, this information can be incorporated into the prior

distribution using the procedure suggested by Novick (1969a) as developed

from the work of Novick and Grizzle (1965), Often it is useful and sometimes



it maybe essential to do this. However it seems to be true that when the

number of persons being tested is large, prior information can be largely

disregarded (Novick & Thayer, 1969a).

The choice of the prior distribution for this analysis reflects

prior information and beliefs (or lack of the same) concerning the

mean true score in the population, the spread of true score.values

and the average variability, within person. These, in total, imply

a prior distribution on the individual true scores Ti After obtain-

ing observations on persons we have a new Bayes distribution for the

Ti and we also have a new Bayes distribution for the mean true scor,,

the variance of the true scores, and the variance of the error scores

and all of this information is available to guide any decision that

must be made at any stage of testing. Lindley's methods and the very

similar ones of Box and Tiao provide improved techniques for estimat-

ing true and error score variances and reliability. The details are

given in a paper by Novick, Jackson and Thayer (1969).

The point to be emphasized here is that at any point in the data

gathering the Bayes distribution for any particular Ti reflects more

than just the observations on person i. Rather it reflects the com-

binedinformationrelevarrttoanoftheT..Thus
after we have infor-

mation on some Ti we are no longer completely uninformed about a new is

rather our prior distribution for this new Tswould effectively be our

estimated distribution of i- values in the population of people. As

has been seen the effect of this is to regress estimates of true score

towards a common mean. This regression provides the Bayesian solution

to a number of statistical problems. Thus for this rather complex
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Bayesian structural model the actual use of a ra,gue prior

for data analysis seems appropriate when the number of persons is

large, while for less complex models objections can be raised (e.g.,

Novick & Grizzle, 1965). This is so because the buildup of infor-

mation is much more rapid with the structural model than with simpler

models.

This same kind of argument has been applied by Lindley (1969a) to

the estimation of regression coefficients. Suppose that a number of

similar graduate departments of psychology wish to use the GRE advanced

psychology examination to predict a student's performance on a final

written examination and hence to supply one useful piece of information

for their selection process. Then a student with a score of x has an

expected score y in the i -th department given by the linear model

e(yilx) = Pix

where the parameters al and pi depend on the particular psychology

department and typically vary among departments. Thus we have

possibly different linear regressions in each department. We assume

the distribution of yi given xl to be normal with mean as given above

and, for present expository purposes, with known residual variance, a. .

Whatever experimental data are available and deemed relevant can

be expressed in the form

yij = 01 + Pixij + eij

for i = 1, 2, m and j = 1, 2, nt.

Here we have supposed that there are m departments, that data are

availableformprevious students in each of these departments, that
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xij is the test score of the j-th student in the i - -th department, that

7.
1
.is similarly his final written examination score and that the residuals

eij are independently normally distributed with mean zero and known

2
variance a. .

1

The usual statistical analysis of the data would proceed in the

following way. Each department would be considered separately and

the regression line for that department estimated by the usual least

squares procedure giving estimates

= S(xigi)/S2(xi) [3]

and

a = y - p.x.
1*

where

n.
1

S(x1 .,y.) = E

1
1

(y - y.
.

)(x..
1

x.
.

)
1j

n.

2 (x.) = E (x - x. )
2

,

1'
(xi

1.
j=1

n.
1

xi E x. in.
1j 1

j=1
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n.

31
= E Yin

.

these being the usual sum of products, sum of squares and means for the

i -th department.

Lindley points out that this standard procedure is open to the follow-

ing criticism. "In estimating the regression for any [department] it fails

to take into account experiences gained with similar [departments]. For

example, suppose one found that the regression slopes, pi , were typically

around one, then one would expect the slope for [another department] to

have about the same value and would be astonished if it differed sharply

from it. This is perhaps most clearly seen by considering what one

might intuitively do if no data were available for one [department]

beyond an x -score for a single student; one would reasonably estimate

his y -score as a + px where a and p were some sorts of means of the

values obtained for similar schools for which there were data. This criti-

cism (of the classical method) can be overcome, and the suggested procedure

.00

just described made precise, by using a Bayesian argument in place of the

standard one."

The dissatisfaction with the orthodox approach springs from the

fact that one knows a priori that the slopes pi have similar values and

that (departments) are not terribly heterogeneous; similar remarks

apply to the ordinates a, . We therefore suppose that this prior

knowledge is made precise by assuming that the individual pi are

independent and identically distributed with a normal distribution of
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unknown mean p and known variance; that the ai come from a similar dis-

tribution with known variance but unknown mean a , and that these are

independent. Furthermore the knowledge of a and p is supposed vague.

With these additional assumptions the full model is that

E(y..) = ai + P.x..

with variances O all the y 's being independent normal; that

[5]

E(ai) = a E(pi) = p [6]

with known variances, all ai and pi being independent normal; and that

the prior knowledge of a and p is vague. Lindley then shows how for this

model the posterior distributions of ai 's and pi 's may be found. In

particular he shows how to obtain the modes of the posterior distributions

given the data, these modes providing modified estimates in equations [3]

and [4]. The expression for the Bayesian estimate of Pi has the form

A S(xa. .ly.a. ) + C.

Pi 2
(xS ) + di

[7]

wheretheprecisenatureofc.1 andd.need not concern us here. "The

termsc.]. andd.represent corrections to be applied to the sums of pro-

ducts and sqaares respectively in the light of the "prior" information

we have about the parameters. Without ci and di, the right hand side

of [7] is the usual estimate k , equation [3]. Furthermore ci and di

depend not just on the pooled data for the i.th department but also on pooled

data from the other departmentt. In particular they depend on all the
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A
other estimates P.lj / and have the effect of regressing the

estimates from to k , where Ri is nearer to the average slope

than is Ili . Hence the extreme slopes are modified by being moved

towards the central values. The formula is even valid for a depart-

ment about which there are no data; the estimated slope takes the form

though, in this case the ratio c./di does not depend on i. This

form essentially says that we can estimate the slope for this department

by regarding it as typical of the other departments for which data are

available. Similar methods and results apply to the estimation of the

intercepts al ." Further work needs to be done to obtain a suitable

measure of dispersion so that interval estimates can be made. When the

variances are unknown the exact Bayesian structural estimates of the

Cei and pi must be obtained as a solution to a set of Lindley equations

(Lindley, 1969c), similar to, but more complex than, those given in [1].

Further work must be done to extend these techniques for multiple regression.

The analysis of variance components is a frequently occurring statisti-

cal problem whose solution leads to unexpected complications. A familiar

example in educational testing is the estimation of the true score variance

2 2
asE, and error score variance in the classical test theory model, the

data being n parallel measurements on a sample of m persons.

2 2
Posterior distributions of qr us and the reliability coefficient

could, of course, be obtained as a byproduct of the analyses described at

the beginning of the section, and an advantage of the Bayesian methodology

is that there can be no inconsistency between the conclusions reached about

the various parameters of interest, as there might be if each were estimated

separately by some classical method which appeared "good" for it alone.

However, considerable light has been shed on the variance components problem

by a number of Bayesian investigations in recent years.
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2
and a

E
provided by the data is summarized

by the pair of sufficient statistics

where

SW= EE(x.. x )

.2

xij is the

xi. = E xijin

x = Ex. /m

SB = En ( x
)2

j -th parallel measurement on the i -th person,

is the i -th person's average score,

is the overall average score.

S and S
B

are commonly referred to as the within-persons and between-

persons sums of squares, and have associated with them m(n - 1) and

(m - 1) degrees of freedom respectively. Dividing the

by their degrees of freedom we obtain the mean squares

with expectations

2

EMSW crE

2 2
EMSB = crE ncrT

sums of squares

MSw and MS
B

"2
Usual classical practice is to take MSw as an unbiased estimate 0-2 of

2 ^ ^2
aE

and n
-1(B

MS ) as an unbiased estimate
2

of a
2

. Clearly a

can be negative, which is felt to be somewhat absurd, and many modifications

of classical methods have been proposed to deal with this situation, none of

them entirely satisfactory.

The Bayesian method always leads to a nonnegative estimate of
2

(TT

Also a number of writers, using Bayesian methods, have brought into clearer

^2
focus the implications of a classical estimate us, substantially less than

,
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zero. Their work graphically illustrates the fact that such a result casts

grave doubts on the assumptions of the model, particularly the assumptions

of parallelism and experimental independence of the replicate measurements.

This work also highlights the weakness of the classical estimate of error

variance in that it fails to use the information in the between sum of

squares. A survey of the technical details of this work has been given

by Novick, Jackson and Thayer (1969).

Multiple Comparisons and the Choice of Predictor Variables

Two problems that have been of intense and continuing interest to data

analysts in education, psychology and other behavioral sciences and which

are important in the development of a Bayesian guidance technology are

those of multiple comparisons and the choice of predictor variables. For

each of these the Bayesian position seems so sound, even compelling, when

viewed in the context of the models discussed earlier that some comments on

these topics seem appropriate here. A more detailed treatment of these

problems is given by Novick (1969b) on the basis of work by Lindley (1965).

The multiple comparisons problem arises when we attempt, say, to simul-

taneously make individual comparisons of the differences among a large number

of means. If classical statistical methods based on a sequence of n a

level "t" tests are used, one must "expect" approximately rout erroneous deci-

sions of difference when no differences exist. Similar objections arise when

less trivial formal procedures are used. Of course, there are "experiment-wise",

as opposed to "pair-wise", methods of treating this problem classically, and

these are pre erred by most statisticians, but this approach often appears to

be unduly conservative. Advocates of such approaches, on the other hand,

argue that Bayesian methods are insufficiently conservative.
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It is a fact that Bayesian methods can b/- insufficiently conservative,

but they need not be. As indicated by Novick and Grizzle (1965) when uni-

form prior distributions are used a priori on mean parameters then the

Bayesian method yields results very similar to the classical pair wise

approach, and this is unacceptable. Novick and Grizzle exhibit a sound and

effective but somewhat crude method of constructing more acceptable prior

distributions and de"onstrate that when this is done more satisfactory

results follow.

If we view each "treatment" (i.e., mean) effect as an effect randomly

selected from a population of such effects, then any decision we wish to make

concerning any treatment pairs, based on observed between-treatment differ -

ences,, should be tempered by our a priori knowledge of, or information or

beliefs concerning, the mean value and spread of treatment effects in that

hypothetical population. Bayesian methods that use Independent uniform

prior distributions on the individual treatment means imply that the spread

of treatment effects in the population is arbitrarily large. This can never

be deemed reasonable, and can be deemed acceptable only when very large

fixed sample sizes are used. Such priors prejudice the posteriors toward

large differences unless the sample is sufficiently large so that the like-

lihood swamps the prior Bayes density.

However, when the structural model is used the Bayesian method will

regress observed differences to the overall mean difference among treatments

and this regression will diminish with increasing sample size. If we feel,

in any application, that we should adopt very conservative procedures, it is

probably in part because we do not "expect" to find many differences among

means except by chance) i.e., we believe the mean difference among treat-

ments to be zero and the variance among treatment differences to be small.
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To give our procedure the desirable amount of conservatism we need only quan-

tify those prior beliefs that justify this desire. Should we be inaccurate in

our assessment of the parameters of the distribution of treatment means we will

at least know that on the average our posterior beliefs concerning these param-

eters will be more accurate than our prior assessments, as will our decisions

based on them. Actually for reasons already given, the Bayesian structural

model even without presumed prior information avoids the problems encountered

with uniform prior distributions on individual parameters.

The problem of the choice of predictor variables is a variant on the

theme of multiple comparisons, attention being shifted from a consideration

of treatments having nonzero difference from the mean of the treatment

effects, to those variables having nonzero partial correlation with some

criterion. It is well known that in a classical approach, when sample sizes

are small relative to the number of predictors, it is often best in a pre-

dictive efficiency sense not to use all variables in the multiple regression,

but rather to use some lesser number. In the Bayesian approach, unless one

or more of the partial correlations is zero, it is always better to use all

variables, when the eva.l.t;ation of the efficiency of the procedure Is made

with reference to the Ba es criterion and with the assumed prior distribu-

tion. These apparently contradictory conclusions can be reconciled. Since

a Bayesian analysis with uniform prior distributions used for all regression

parameters is essentially equivalent to a classical analysis, it should not

surprise us that the use of such unreasonable prior Bayes distributions lead

to unreasonable frequency results. However, suppose that we assume that the



regression coefficients have been sampled from a population of regression

coefficients, and suppose that our prior distribution on the mean of these

coefficients is centered at zero and the prior distribution on the variance

does not place undue weight on infinite values. What we will then find is

that our posterior estimates of the individual regression coefficients will

themselves be regressed to the mean of the regression coefficients so that

for small samples the Bayesian will have quite different estimates than will the

classicist. Again, use of the Bayesian structural model will accomplish this

end. For small sample sizes some of these regression coefficient estimates may

in fact regress very nearly to zero. Again, as in the previous estimation

problem, both Bayesians and non-Bayesians use prior information, but only

the Bayesian explicitly quantifies this aspect of his work and only the

Bayesian method permits the data to modify these prior beliefs. Perhaps

this "explains" why the Bayesian uses all variables when a prior distribu-

tion is available.

An Overview of New Developments_in Testing Services

The Bayesian regression model developed by Lindley is based on the

simple notion that the ability of persons and the grading and performance

standards of educational institutions can be more efficiently estimated by

taking into account our knowledge that particular values of these parameters

will be highly related within homogeneous groups. The first application was

to the estimation of true scores. Here a Bayesian justification was found

for Kelley's classical weighted average regression estimate of true score

based on observed score and mean observed score in the population. The

Kelley estimate in its Bayesian extension was found to be a weighted average

of the observed score for the person and the mean observed score in the sample
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of persons tested with the weights being, respectively, the sample reliabil-

ity of the test and one minus that reliability. In effect this estimation

procedure is based on the notion that when the observed score is relatively

unreliable an improvement in estimation can be obtained by using infor-

mation about the mean value in the sample of examinees. The Bayesian

estimate regresses the individual observed scores back toward the mean

of all of the observed scores and this regression is large When the unre-

liability of the test is large.

This same idea was then used to provide a model for new guidance

and selection methods for situations in which an external criterion is

available. The standard situation is that we have information, in the

form of test scores and/or high school grades, about students who come from

different schools and who express an interest in different colleges. Just

as students exhibit different true ability levels on a particular test or

school performance records, so schools and colleges have different grading

standards and hence differing difficulty levels which must be taken into

account if accurate and unbiased prediction is to be accomplished. When we

wish to estimate the parameter values relevant to schools or colleges it will

be useful to use expert judgment to group schools and colleges homogeneously

and use a Bayesian regression type estimate for each school and each college

parameter with each parameter value being regressed back towards the average

value c such parameters for all schools or colleges in that group. (Such

groupings can, of course, be modified on the basis of subsequent information.)

One application was discussed briefly to illustrate the use of the formal

model. We now describe other applications of this same model. Our purpose is
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to indicate haw the use of this model can and should (and should not) substan-

tially affect testing practice in the very near future. In effect we shall be

providing a brief prospectus of academic prediction systems.

The first modification of test score reporting that might come to

mind would involve the reporting of Bayesian regression estimates of

true score instead of the actual observed scores. We might be tempted,

for example, to identify each examinee as a student in a particular

high school and then regress his observed test score toward the mean

of the observed scores obtained by persons from that school. This

procedure, however, can be faulted on several counts.

In the first place, the reliabilities of most academic aptitude

tests are very high in populations in which there is a broad range of

ability levels and even in restricted subpopulations they do not typically

differ substantially from one group to another. 'When reliabilities are

high the regression effect is so small that there is little point to

regressing the estimates. Moreover, even if the reliabilities were not

large the regression estimates would not substantially change the order-

ing of the examinees unless there is a substantial difference in the

test reliabilities in the different groups or the number of replications

across persons varied. Since, again, these differences tend in practice

to be small there is little point in making these corrections.

Furthermore if the reliabilities were not large and if the mean

value in the groups were more than trivially different, serious objec-

tions concerning the fairness of this procedure would need to be raised.

As Robbins (1960), in effect, points out, it is unfair to penalize a

student by lowering our estimate of his ability because we know that
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he can be identified with a low ability group. Thus there is good

reason to question the fairness of rejecting this student and accepting

another student who did less well on the test simply because we identify

the second student as coming from a high ability group. There is both

common sense and theoretical justification for thinking that a; student

with a SAT Verbal score of 600 coming from a very poor school is, in

fact, a better choice for many colleges, than a second student with a

score of 610 coming from a very good school. Thus the reporting of

Bayesian regression estimates of true score both lacks significant virtue

and has possibly serious defects. A resolution of the fairness question can

be obtained only when the relevance of the test score to the pending action

decision is taken into account. (See Cleary, 1968, for an intelligent discus-

sion of the problem of bias in testing.)

The application of most immediate interest to testing organizations

will undoubtedly be that of using test scores to provide comparative

prediction of success at various colleges and within various curricula

within a college. In this application the regression of grade point

average on test score for each college and each college program is estimated

and this is done without taking into account the high school affiliation of

each student.

The purpose of such an exercise is rationally to arrive at the kind of

judgments now generally being made on the basis of rather poorly gathered,

poorly organized and poorly transmitted information as to the overall diffi-

culty level of various colleges or college programs and the particular traits

necessary for success at these colleges and in these programs. The exercise,

however, is not a simple one and great care mist be exercised to define the
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problem precisely. Successful work along these lines has been done by Horst

and his associates at the University of Washington for many years. The new

Bayesian methodology) however) promises a substantial increase in the accuracy

with which such predictions can be made.

One precisely stated problem would be the prediction of first year

grade point overages at various colleges on the basis of academic aptitude

test scores. By limiting the problem to the prediction of first year

grades, difficulties arising because of differences in standards among

departments within a college are minimized. At many colleges all freshmen

take very much the same program so that there will be no interdepartmental

differences. However) if an attempt is made to predict four year grade point

average, this may generally need to be done within departments. At the grad-

uate school level it would undoubtedly be necessary to work field by field

rather than across fields within school. The Bayesian method would be espe-

cially useful in this application because of the relative smallness of individ-

ual programs.

Guidance and selection problems for professional schools are particularly

suited for treatment by centralized prediction methods. The relative smallness

of the programs and the greater community of interest among the participants

would make these programs ideal field laboratories during the developmental

stage of a Bayesian guidance-selection project. Ultimately comparative predic-

tion should be a continuing process beginning in the earliest years of educa-

tion in the assessment of reading readiness and continuing throughout a person's

active work years.

Consider another rather simple guidance-selection problem. We have a

single college selecting students from a fixed group of high schools. Suppose
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that studies have not been done relating high school performance to college

performance but scores on a battery of tests are available on all students.

A standard approach would be to relate such test scores to college perform-

ance and to make tentative selections on the basis of the particular com-

bination of test scores which appear to best predict college performance.

This classic criterion-oriented approach to combining a number of test scores

will generally prove superior to any single scale unidimensional latent trait

approach which attempts simply to order students or the basis of their "intel-

ligence", presumably so that the more "intelligent" can be selected without

regard to the peculiar character of the individual college. The

Bayesian-regression approach holds out the promise of even further

significant improvement.

In such situations it will often be the case that the schools differ

substantially in the mean test scores of their students and typidally

this will be concomitant with the general level of instruction and

grading within the schools. Schools that get good students can teach

more than schools that do not and in turn can put out better trained

students who will score more highly on tests-than students from other

schools. However, present level of training, in itself, is not necessarily

an adequate predictor either of performance at the next level of training or

in career potential.

Again if we believe the possibility that a 600 student from a poor

school may be a better potential selection than__a_ 610 student from a

good school we need some formal mechanism for evaluating this hypothesis.

A Bayesian differential predictability regression model provides the

needed tool. Using the model described in the previous section the
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slopes and intercept of the regression of college performance on test

scores are computed for each school as an estimate that is regressed from

the usual least squares value back toward the average value among all

schools. This accomplishes two things. First it improves the overall

accuracy of the estimation procedure, often even providing reasonably good

estimates when only small amounts of data are available on some schools.

Second, it permits differences in regression slopes and intercepts to

emerge in a continuous fashion from the data as the amount of data increases.

In this application such differences will not often exist, but when they do

they will be very important. Recall that when no information is available

about a particular school the Bayesian regression estimate is the average

value among schools and when "infinite" information is available the

BayesAn estimate is the usual least squares estimate.

Now it may happen that clear differences among schools in slopes

and intercepts emerge from a particular data set. For example we might

well find that the slope of the regression line for one "good" school

is less than the slope for a "poor" school. If this were the case, and

if the crossing of these regression lines occurred in the region of

Obtainable scores then for high scores the predicted value for the

student from the poorer school would be higher than that for the student

from the better school. The opposite could, of courser be true. In

any event this is something about which accurate information rather

than speculation must be made available. If it were found that predic-

tion was substantially poorer in some groups than in the overall popula-

tion there would be good reason both to examine the aptness of the training

program and the criterion for this subgroup and to seek bore effective



predictors for this subgroup. More generally, differential predictability

methods can be used, whenever students can be grouped in a meaningful way so

that different regression lines are relevant in different groupings.

Thus we have another simple situation in which the Bayesian regression

model might make a substantial contribution to predictive efficiency and in

this application it is difficult to anticipate any charge of unfairness against

the method. The method is fair because it accurately performs its function

of predicting a person's ability to succeed in a proposed program of study.

It would be unfair to mislead a person by knowingly furnishing him with over -

predictions of his probability of success in a given program. Under certain

circumstances, however, it might be argued that the accepting systems should

only be furnished with predictions based on data from the entire population.

Unfairness in its most objectionable form arises when the range of available

programs is restricted so as to exclude from training some who can profit

from further formal education and when selection for available programs is

based on measurements that are not relevant to the prediction of success in

that program or in the career opportunities to which this program leads. Just

as tests must be tailored for different kinds of decisions so educational op-

portunities must be tailored to different kinab of people (Cronbach & Snow,

1969). One important outcome of differential predictability studies should

be an increase in the variety of programs available to students.

If the Bayesian comparative prediction and differential predictability

models both prove useful with test scores as predictors there is the possi-

bility of combining the two systems. This involves the use of a more com-

plicated mathematical model than the one described above for use in compara-

tive prediction or differential predictability alone.



Another potential application of the Bayesian structural model is

to the adjustment of high school grafaes to provide optimum prediction

of college grades for various curricula and the adjustment of college

grades to reflect intercollege differences in grading standards. The

first major study involving such central prediction methods was that

of Bloom and Peters (1961)4 This work has led to the belief that substantial

increases in correlation can be effected by adjusting high school and college

grades. Some later studies conducted by testing organizations (e.g.,

Lindquist, 1963; Watkins & Levine, 1969) have failed to support the early

promise of such methods. A review by Linn (1966) does not provide a favorable

appraisal of such methods. However a very recent study by Cory (1968) does

support one non-Bayesian method.

Clearly a necessary condition for any adjustment technique to be of

value is that there exist substantial school and/or college effects and

possibly a large interaction effect (i.e., differing slopes within school

college pairing). If both schools and enlleges exhibit negligible between

unit variation it can hardly be surprising when no benefit is obtained

from adjustment methods. In such situations research suggests that the

unadjusted high school grade average is the best single predictor of

college grades, even better typically than academic aptitude test scores.

When differences do exist among high schools the use of test scores rather

than grades may largely do away with the need for student source adjust-

ments. Indeed this simplification has been a major reason for the exis-

tence of a testing industry.

Moreover, even when substantial differences in high school and

college grading standards and differences in within pair regression
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of Lunneborg and Lunneborg (1966, 1967) suggests that the use of coarse

ades and academic aptitude tests as predictors of college performance can

with profit be supplemented by the use of other cognitive and noncognitive

measures.

In summary, then, the Bayesian methodology can be used to provide

direct predictions of success using test scores and/or previous grades for

one or more possible training programs and treating the applicant group as

a whole or dividing it into relevant subgroups when appropriate.



A Score Reporting and Gvidance Service

There are a number of features of the proposed score reporting and

guidance service that should make it attractive to both students and school

administrators. To pinpoiAt these features let us consider the report being

furnished a student who took the Academic Aptitude Test on December 15, 1974

Score Retort

Academic Aptitude Test

AAT Verbal Scaled Score 500 AAT Quantitative Scaled Score 600

Percentile Rank 50% Percentile Rank 89%

University

Guide Je Information

If Accepted

Probability
of

Probability First Year Attaining Overall

Probability of Predicted Degree 1.n. Predicted

of Completing Grade Point Normal Grade Point

Acceptance First Year Average Period Average

Ivy League
University .10-.20 .85-95 2.Z -2.7 .60-.80

Underdeveloped
Area Technical
College .95-1.00 .90-.95 3.4-3.8 .75-95 3.2-3.8

North Atlantic
State University .00-.05 .95-1.00 3.5-3.9 .80-.95 3.3-3.9

Rocky Mountain
State University 85-95 .80-.90 3.0-3.5 .65-.85 2.8-3.5

Community Junior
College 1.00-1.00 .85-.90 2.9-3.3 .65-75 2.6-3.3



The low probability of acceptance for this student at Ivy League University

reflects primarily the law selection ratio at that university. Note, however,

that if accepted, his probability of successfully completing the first year is

higher than at Rocky Mountain State University or at Community Junior College.

This is not an unusual finding. Many highly selective universities are very

protective of those that are accepted whilemany universities with open door

policies leave entering students to fend for themselves with the result that

many fail for academic or other reasons.

The negligible probability of the student's acceptance at North Atlantic

State University and his certain acceptance at Community Junior College re-

flect only the fact that North Atlantic State University accepts almost no

out-of-state students and that Community Junior College is required to

accept all residents with high school diplomas. Differences in predicted

grade point averages reflect largely differences in curricula at the vari-

ous universities and varying degrees of emphasis on verbal and quantitative

skills together with the more obvious differences in the overall Oifficulty

levels at the various uv41Fersities. Differences in lengths of prediction

intervals reflect largely the amount of prior information on each of these

universities. Note that the prediction intervals for the four year GPA are

longer than for the first year GPA. In order to obtain more accurate four

year predictions it may be necessary to work within departments or major

departmental groupings (arts, sciences, business administration, etc.) since

the requirements may differ among such groupings more than they do among

universities. This could certainly be done more accurately after the student

has completed his first year of college--the point at which he is beginning

to make his decision as to major subject.
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These rematks make it clear that the accurate interpretation and

successful use of the information contained in the guidance report will

require precision and care. A heavy responsibility will fall both on

those who prepare the explanatory materials that accompany the report

and on the individual guidance counselor. It must be made clear to

the student that the predictions made available and resulting from any

particular pattern of test scores apply to the typical examinee receiv-

ing these scores. Another way of putting this is to say that the

stated predictions will be good predictions for randomly sampled

students from those attaining the particular pattern of scores. These

Isholp...._levei3eusedonredictioloulasa base line. It must be

emphasized that all predictions are based on data from groups in which

there has been much self-selection on variables not measured in a validity

study. Therefore, regression coefficients determined by any method,

Bayesian or other, must be treated cautiously with reference to any

particular applicant. The guidance counselor must bear the final responsi-

bility for combining the irformation contained in this report with all

other information on the student taking into account any special knowledge

k

that maybe available on the student. He must be sure that these predic-

tions do not puish a student into a program that his own self-understanding

would indicate to be a poor choice. He must also look carefully for special

qualities that a student may have that would make him particularly attractive

to a college. In additi9n to this the guidance counselor must be able to

help the student understand his preferences and utilities and to combine

these with the predictions to arrive at a rational decision.
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The score reporting form described above is unlikely to be appropriate

in that precise form for any specific program. Rather it has been designed

to exhibit and emphasize the contributions of the Bayesian methodology.

The precise composition of any reporting form will depend on the specific

requirements of each individual program. It is the thesis of this paper

that the Bayesian prediction methodology will make it possible for such

programs to place heavier emphasis on predictions methods.. The major advan-

tages of the Bayesian prediction methodology described here are an increased

sensitivity when data are scarce and a resulting ability to discard obsolete

data and thus keep Up with current trends. The fact that this essentially

clerical function is done centrally. frees guidance personnel to examine the

individuality of their own problems more carefully and to devote an increased

effort to the task of helping each student to formulate and understand his

own goals and to find possible means of attaining these goals.

Itplications for Text Construction Methodoloa

As we have indicated earlier, it is common practice in some testing

programs to report only omnibus verbal and quantitative aptitude scores

despite the fact that it has long been recognized that human ability is

multidimensional rather than two dimensional. In most programs the

verbal and quantitative scores are composites based on several different

components of human ability. Parenthetically we might say that if

either of these scales were unifactorial, serious questions would need

to be raised as to their appropriateness. If we accept the fact that

ability is multidimensional it would seem strange to use a two dimen-

sional academic aptitude test.



Over the years the suggestion has been repeated many times that

multiple scale scores be reported on all academic aptitude tests. This

would mean that those charged with guidance and selection responsibili-

ties could combine these scores using the particular regression weights

appropriate to the prediction problem that concerns them. There has

been a great reluctance on the part of the largest testing organiza-

tion to do this. The objection has been that because of the relative

shortness of the subscales, they would individually be relatively

unreliable. Certainly they would not attain the degree of reliability

of the usual composite scores. The fear has been that inexperienced

test score interpreters would overinterpretate and overemphasize any

peculiarities of any of the individual subtest scores. This worry is

a legitimate one.

It has not been possible to break this impasse, despite the fact

that, in theory, the individual reliabilities of the subscales are

unimportant provided that the composite used for prediction (whether

that be the usual unit-weight composite or a multiple regression com-

posite) is reliable. The proposed reporting and guidance service

resolves this problem by doing the multiple correlation work based on

subtests centrally so that only predicted grade point averages and

scaled total test scores need to be reported to the students. Each of these

quantities will typically have vary high reliability.

When prediction work is centralized testing organizations will be

encouraged to use a variety of item types in every verbal and quantitative

scale. The particular choice of item types and the resulting composite can
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be made relevant to the particular uses to which the scale is going to be put.

Thus most tests could still ostensibly consist of omnibus verbal and quanti-

tative scales, but behind these would stand a varying multiplex of subscales

selected and used through regression methods for the particular problems for

which the test is being used in a particular application.

This does not mean that the idea of multiple score reporting need be

abandoned. Indeed when it can be presumed that students will have adequate

professional guidance in interpreting these scores, previous objections may

be overcome. An important contribution of centralized prediction methodol-

ogy is that it lessens the necessity though not the desirability of multiple

scale reporting.

With the shift of emphasis from the estimation of agility to the pre-

diction of performance there should be a simultaneous shift in test con-

struction techniques. 'While such psychometric properties of tests as item

difficulty and biserial correlation with total test soore will remain,

important they will need to be supplemented by questions of item-criterion

and subscale-criterion correlation. The empirical validities of individual

scales will become at least as important as their reliability. Subscale

length, for example, would be manipulated by methods derived from Horst's

and Calvin Taylor's work to maximize composite score validity (e.g., see

Woodbury & Novick, 1968; Jackson & Novick, 1967; Novick & Thayer, 1969a;

Thayer & Novick, 1969) rather than reliability. The inescapable fact is

that as essential as are considerations of the psychometric properties of

tests, they are not sufficient for the assessment of "relevance in testing".
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